
Project Summary

The Internet is an ecosystem of about 50,000 Autonomous Systems (or ASes) that operate independently,
having different objectives and operational constraints. What glues the Internet together is the bilateral
techno-economic agreements that form the interconnections between these ASes. These interconnections
have evolved over the last 20 years or so, since the commercialization of the Internet in the mid-nineties,
in a rather ad-hoc manner, often resulting in bilateral or multilateral disputes about who should peer with
whom, whether one of the two parties should pay the other, and about the conditions that an intercon-
nection should satisfy (e.g., balanced traffic ratios). These problems result in congested interconnections
and, in some cases, unreachability problems that can affect millions of Internet users.

The main premise of this research is that the currently deployed framework of Internet interconnection
has fundamental weaknesses and systemic problems that inevitably will continue causing peering disputes
between ASes. Instead of looking at each peering conflict as an isolated incident, we need to investigate
thoroughly the limitations of the interconnection framework that is currently in place, and probably
re-design it through an inter-disciplinary, techno-economic perspective.

Intellectual Merit: The research objectives of this project are three-fold. First, to analyze four com-
mon distinct interconnection scenarios, and to investigate their limitations under a general but realistic
modeling framework. These scenarios cover the cases of monopoly and oligopoly in the Internet access
market, as well as the possibility of one or more transit providers in the path between access and content
providers. The modeling framework is based on recent developments in economics such as the framework
of two-sided markets and the theory of incomplete contracts. The analytical modeling results will be
complemented by computational results using the agent-based simulator GENESIS that was developed
by the PIs in earlier work.

The second objective is to analyze data provided by Comcast and other sources so that we can estimate
the key parameters of the previous economic models and validate their predictions. These parameters
include the elasticity of demand for Internet traffic at the access and transit markets, the sensitivity of
the demand to congestion, and the traffic growth rate for different Internet service plans.

The third objective is to develop a new techno-economic interconnection framework that can provide
a broader and more economically efficient set of interdomain relations than just transit and (settlement-
free) peering. The proposed interconnection framework should also provide the right incentives so that
all relevant Internet firms continue to invest sufficient resources to Internet infrastructure. The design of
the new interconnection framework will be guided by the modeling and empirical results of the first two
research objectives.

Broader Impact: The educational activities for this project will enhance undergraduate, graduate and
professional education with concepts that lie at the intersection of networking, game theory, economics,
and techno-economic agent-based modeling. Outreach activities will disseminate the results of this project
to operator communities (e.g., NANOG), regulator bodies (e.g., FCC) and related techno-economic fo-
rums (e.g., the World Economic Forum’s “Global Agenda Council on the Future of the Internet”). The
project will have a significant inter-disciplinary component in both its inputs and outputs. Specifically,
much of the prior work behind this research (inputs) has originated in economics and game theory. Con-
versely, the project’s results (outputs) are likely to be relevant to any other discipline that is dealing with
large-scale dynamic networks of autonomous and strategic agents.

Key Words: Internet economics; Transit and peering interconnections; Peering disputes; Two-sided
markets; Contract theory; Economics of complex networks.



1 Motivation

The Internet, a network of about 50,000 Autonomous Systems (ASes), has undergone major transforma-
tions in the last decade. Most of today’s Internet traffic originates from a few large content providers and
their (own or partner) CDNs In 2013, Sandvine [103] reported that about one half of all downstream con-
sumer traffic came from Netflix or Youtube. The transition from a hierarchical to a flat Internet [39, 50, 5],
along with the rise of “supergiant” content providers constitutes the rise of a new market structure in
the Internet ecosystem. Content providers and CDNs can control the source (and thus the path) of data
coming into an ISP, and so they can increase (or alleviate) loading and congestion on different points of
interconnection. At the same time, ISPs along with their peering partners jointly control the capacity
of incoming links, which can limit the actual options for the delivery of high-volume traffic. This tussle
between content and access providers has led to interest from techologists and policy makers in the bar-
gaining, money flow, and market power issues behind Internet interconnections. Peering disputes over
traffic imbalances are not new – several peering disputes between large transit ISPs have happened over
the years, e.g., [3, 36, 99]. More recent peering disputes, however, have been fueled by exploding demand
for streaming video, and growing concentration of content among a few content providers and distribution
networks [18, 45, 46, 115, 23, 105, 4, 24, 64], raising questions about appropriate network management,
interconnection business strategies, and the impact of these peering disputes on end-user performance.

Figure 1: Evidence of congestion on three links be-
tween Comcast and neighbor networks that carried
Netflix traffic in 2013 and 2014.

Peering disputes can persist for weeks or
months; a case in point is the ongoing dispute
between Netflix and some large broadband access
providers in the US. Netflix and these providers
have not been able to agree on the appropriate set-
tlement structure for direct interconnection. This
led to a situation where Netflix routed traffic to-
wards these access networks via intermediate tran-
sit providers. Then, the transit and access ISPs
could not agree on who should pay for the required
capacity upgrades, and so several peering links be-
tween them showed evidence of increasing conges-
tion over time. Figure 1 shows the duration of per-
sistent congestion on links between Comcast and
three transit providers (Cogent, Tata and Level3)
that Netflix used to route traffic towards Comcast. Congestion on these links increased steadily from
early 2013 to early 2014. At its worst, some of these links were congested for up to 18 hours a day. The
Measurement Lab (M-Lab) project has measured similarly poor performance at several US broadband
access networks during 2013 and 2014 [85]. Modern-day peering disputes are much more than minor
squabbles between Internet companies; these disputes directly affect millions of people who rely on the
Internet as a critical infrastructure for work and entertainment.

An important point to note about the aforementioned peering disputes is that while they result in
performance degradation, they are mostly economic issues. The technical solutions are straightforward
– to increase the capacity of the network (or shift traffic to other routes) as demand increases. The key
questions, however, relate to which party should pay for infrastructure upgrades and how the costs and
benefits of interdomain relationships should be split among the different parties.

The main premise of this research is that the currently deployed framework of Internet interconnection
has fundamental weaknesses and systemic problems that inevitably will continue causing peering disputes
between ASes. Instead of looking at each peering conflict as an isolated incident, we need to investigate
thoroughly the limitations of the interconnection framework that is currently in place, and probably
re-design it through an inter-disciplinary, techno-economic perspective. The research objectives of this
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project are three-fold. First, to analyze four common distinct interconnection scenarios, and to investigate
their limitations under a general but realistic modeling framework (Section 4). These scenarios cover the
cases of monopoly and oligopoly in the Internet access market, as well as the possibility of one or more
transit providers in the path between access and content providers. The modeling framework is based
on recent developments in economics such as the framework of two-sided markets and the theory of
incomplete contracts. The analytical modeling results will be complemented by computational results
using the agent-based simulator GENESIS that was developed by the PIs in earlier work. The second
objective is to analyze data provided by Comcast (see attached letter of commitment) and other sources
so that we can estimate the key parameters of the previous economic models and validate their predictions
(Section-5). These parameters include the elasticity of demand for Internet traffic at the access and transit
markets, the sensitivity of the demand to congestion, and the traffic growth rate for different Internet
service plans. The third objective is to develop a new techno-economic interconnection framework that
can provide a broader and more economically efficient set of interdomain relations than just transit
and (settlement-free) peering (Section-6). The proposed interconnection framework should also provide
the right incentives so that all relevant Internet firms continue to invest sufficient resources to Internet
infrastructure. The design of the new interconnection framework will be guided by the modeling and
empirical results of the first two research objectives.

2 Background

The Internet is a dynamic and self-organized network of networks. The larger individual networks are
often registered as Autonomous Systems or ASes, so that they can have their own provider-independent
addresses, and to have more than one direct interconnection with other ASes. Individual users or smaller
businesses, on the other hand, are typically connected to the Internet through another AS (e.g., their
residential ISP or the AS they work for). The interconnections between these ASes are also highly
dynamic because they are determined by the economic, performance or strategic objectives of ASes.

Autonomous Systems are often classified based on their main functional role or business objective.
We summarize this classification next, emphasizing at the outset that many ASes which at one time fit
neatly into a single one of the categories below today play multiple roles in the ecosystem.
Enterprise Networks: Most ASes fall in this category. They are typically corporations or organizations
that connect to the Internet with their own, provider-independent addresses.
Access Providers: These are firms that sell Internet access to residential and business customers
(mostly through broadband technologies such as DSL or DOCSIS, but possibly also through fiber optics
or wireless connections).
Content Providers: These are firms that generate Internet content, such as online video, news, e-
commerce, online social networking, or Web search. The revenues of these firms are generated mostly
through user subscriptions, advertisements, and online sales.
Transit Providers: These are firms that operate geographically large and high-capacity backbone
networks. Historically, transit providers were paid by all other types of ASes to transfer data over large
distances.
Content Distribution Networks (CDNs): These are firms that replicate Internet content in their
distributed storage infrastructure (“caches”), serving download requests from locations (typically third
party IXPs, explained below, where they have deployed caches) that are close to end-users. The customers
of CDNs are typically content providers.
Internet Exchange Points (IXPs): These companies operate facilities in which different ASes can
be co-located and interconnect with each other (if they choose to do so). IXPs are are paid by the ASes
that use these facilities.

The previous classification system can be misleading today, because the largest ASes try to be more
independent and versatile, playing multiple roles at the same time. For instance, major content providers
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(e.g., Netflix, Amazon) have developed their own CDNs. In some cases (e.g., Google), content providers
operate their own international backbone networks. Some transit providers (e.g., Level3) have also
diversified their role by offering CDN services, while certain access providers (e.g., Comcast) have deployed
large, high-capacity backbone networks so that they now offer transit services. This diversification of the
business roles and functions of ASes has major implications for the economics of Internet interconnections.
We can no longer determine who should pay whom based on the single business function that has been
historically associated with each AS. By the same token, old classifications no longer have much relevance,
including the notion of “Tier-1” ASes. Today, every interconnection must be evaluated independently by
the interconnecting parties to determine what its terms should be, examining the costs and benefits that
that interconnection brings to each party.

An interconnection between two ASes can be of different types. In the following, we review the major
types of AS interconnections today:
(Global) Transit: This is an asymmetric relation in which one AS is the “customer” and the other is
the “provider”. The provider offers the customer routes that can reach any network in the Internet, and
it advertises the addresses of the customer to the rest of the Internet. The customer pays the provider
for the traffic it sends to and receives from the Internet.
Settlement-Free Peering (SF-peering): This is a symmetric relation wherein the two peering ASes
agree to exchange traffic that is destined to them or their customers “for free”, based on the mutual
exchange of transport value each AS obtains from the other. Traditionally, a rough balance of traffic
has been deemed a necessary element for many SF-peering relationships, as well as roughly equivalent
network facilities and sufficient traffic to merit dedication of one or more high capacity links.
Paid Peering (Paid-peering): This type of interconnection (sometimes also referred to as “on-net
transit”) can be thought of as an intermediate solution between transit and SF-peering relations. A
paid-peering interconnection is asymmetric: one party is the customer and the other is the provider;
Similar to SF-peering relations, the only traffic that can be exchanged is traffic flowing between the two
ASes or their customers.
Other kinds of interconnections: As the Internet is evolving, the level of sophistication in the
available interconnection types has been increasing to meet more specialized needs and cost structures.
For instance, a Partial-Transit relation provides transit service but for only a subset of the global routes
or ASes.

3 Related work

Two-sided markets and net neutrality: The analysis of Internet interconnections can benefit from
the recent modeling breakthroughs in analyzing two-sided platforms [26, 15, 100, 101, 57, 117]. Some
of the more recent papers in this vein have analyzed the incentives of two-sided platforms to invest in
capacity and quality of service under demand uncertainty and network congestion [47, 21, 27, 66].

Some of the issues that will be considered in this project are related to the ongoing debate about
the value of net-neutrality regulation for the Internet. Most of the economic models addressing the
costs and benefits of net neutrality regulation employ the two-sided markets framework. Good surveys
of the theoretical and empirical literature on net neutrality can be found in [104] and [67]. One of the
concerns about net neutrality regulation is that it may lower the incentive of ISPs to invest. Some recent
works study models with congestion-sensitive content providers and a monopolistic ISP who undertakes
investment in capacity and can provide access to a prioritized service at a fee [96, 33, 42, 66, 98]. Bourreau
et al. [21] and Njoroge et al. [89] analyze models with investments undertaken by competing ISPs and
study whether the policy concerns surrounding the net neutrality debate are alleviated when there is
competition between Internet platforms. Economides and T̊ag consider a two-sided market model in
which one price can be positive while the other is constrained to zero under network neutrality regulation
[43]. Within that framework they analyze the implications of two-sided pricing made possible by the
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violation of the network neutrality principle and the interaction between the two sides generated by
cross-group externalities.

Economics of interconnections: The proposed research also relates to the broader economics lit-
erature on interconnection in the telecommunication market, which was started by Armstrong [14] and
Laffont, Rey, and Tirole [70, 71]. These papers show that if network operators are constrained to offer
only linear retail tariffs to their subscribers, they will negotiate collusive interconnection charges exceed-
ing the associated interconnection costs and the efficient level of the interconnection charge. Laffont et
al. analyzed access charges chosen by rival interconnected networks and their effect on communication
costs between content providers and Internet subscribers [69].

Incomplete contracting and investments under uncertainty: The choice of peering arrangement
and of the parameters of the interconnection contract between two ASes is closely related to their in-
centives to undertake investments. The characteristics of these investments (large scale, spillovers of
investment benefits between the interconnecting ASes, uncertainty of demand) suggest that the peering
parties may have incentives for cooperative or joint investments [22]. The incomplete contracting litera-
ture has demonstrated that the investment “hold-up problem” can be remedied by various organizational
interventions [65, 54, 6, 8]. Moreover, under certain conditions, an appropriately chosen simple (incom-
plete) contract can provide the right incentives for the efficient level of selfish investments [34, 7, 90, 44].
However, the investments by interconnected ASes are complicated by the fact that such interconnections
create not only direct (internal) benefits for the investor but also external benefits for the interconnected
partner [31]. The more recent theoretical literature has shown that the first-best investment can be at-
tained only if the external investment benefits are small relative to the internal benefits, and sufficiently
symmetric across the interconnected parties [55].

Internet-related network formation and pricing models: In earlier work, we have proposed a
fair paid-peering framework [41]. Game theoretic justifications of SF-peering have been establilshed by
Baake et al. [17] and Badasyan et al. [19]. Shrimali and Kumar have evaluated conditions and pricing
schemes for paid-peering [107, 108, 109]. Lippert et al. analyzed asymmetric peering interconnections
[73]. Ma et al. proposed the use of the “Shapley value” framework to avoid peering disputes [82, 84],
while the evolution of the Internet from a game theoretic perspective has been studied by Meirom et al.
[86] and Ma et al. [83]. Shakkottai et al. asked whether simple pricing schemes can approximate complex
revenue-maximizing pricing [106]. Transit pricing and the provisioning of different service tiers in that
market has attracted significant interest recently [59, 37, 111, 113]. Anshelevich et al. proposed a network
formation model considering the business effects of transit versus peering relationships [10, 11]. Other
Internet-related network formation models have been proposed by Johari et al. [63, 62], and Arcaute et
al. [12, 13].

GENESIS and computational agent-based network formation models: In earlier work, have
developed and applied the GENESIS simulation framework - an agent-based computational model that
captures detailed aspects of strategic formation and removal of both transit and SF-peering links [74,
75, 77]. Lodhi et al. use a variant of GENESIS to investigate the reasons and consequences of “Open
Peering” adoption by many transit providers [76]. Other papers that have relied in a similar computational
approach are [29, 60, 39]. This project will leverage GENESIS in the modeling of both existing (Section-4)
and proposed (Section-6) interconnection scenarios.

Measurement work that is relevant to Internet interconnection: A major effort in the last 15
years has attempted to map the structure of the Internet topology, particularly at the AS granularity [110,
95, 40, 51, 81]. Although these public data sources provide a reasonable view of customer-provider
relationships between networks, they miss a great deal of pervasive regional and non-revenue-based peering
activity [118, 30, 28, 93, 102, 94]. In particular, this kind of instrumentation does not typically capture
peering at Internet Exchanges (IXes), much of which is not governed by a formal contract [116]. Most
larger IXes are public Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) where participants can interconnect across a
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shared and sometimes distributed fabric. Recent studies by us and others have discovered evidence
of more peering connections at IXPs [5, 53] than were previously documented to exist in the entire
Internet [16, 40, 32].

Characterization of the interdomain traffic flow is another important problem, as the flow of traffic
influences the flow of money. Labovitz et al. report a consolidation of Internet traffic to few ASes
[68]. Gehlen et al. report similar results about web traffic flow [49]. Mikians et al. focus on statistical
properties of the interdomain traffic matrix [87]. Gursun et al. investigate the relationship between an
AS’s position in the Internet hierarchy and its ability to infer elements of that matrix [56].

4 Proposed work: Economic analysis of interconnection scenarios

In this section, we describe four increasingly more realistic and complex interconnection scenarios. We
are planning to model and analyze these four scenarios based on an economic framework, as described
next. The economic models will be parameterized and validated based on the empirical work described in
Section 5. Additionally, the analytical results will be complemented with computational results using the
agent-based AS-level simulator GENESIS, which was developed by the PIs in earlier work [74, 75, 77].
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Figure 2: The four interconnection scenarios we plan to model and analyze.

4.1 Access monopoly with direct Access-Content routes (Fig-2a)

Suppose that in a certain market there is only one Internet Access provider (AccessNet). This is true
for instance in some rural areas in the US. We can assume that even though AccessNet is a monopoly in
this market, it operates under the oversight of a regulator (e.g., FCC). Internet users have the option to
subscribe or not subscribe for service. The Internet content that subscribers want to download is provided
by one or more Content providers (lets call them ContentNets). A ContentNet may be an original content
provider or a Content-Distribution-Network (CDN).

In this first model, ContentNets are directly connected with AccessNet. Their interconnection can be
SF-peering or paid-peering. The motivation for the former is to reduce the upstream transit fees that both
parties would need to pay if they were not directly connected. If AccessNet has an expanded backbone
network however, it may be able to connect directly with ContentNets without requiring an intermediate
transit provider. In that case, AccessNet can request a paid-peering interconnection with each ContentNet
in which the latter will pay AccessNet for the traffic they send to AccessNet’s subscribers.

An important sequence of questions that we will investigate with this model in a two-sided market
framework: Should both sides of the market (subscribers and ContentNets) pay for the services provided
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by AccessNet? And if both sides pay, how should AccessNet allocate the prices between subscribers and
ContentNets? How does this price allocation depend on the subscribers’ or the ContentNets’ elasticity
of demand for access? How does it depend on the costs incurred by the ContentNets and AccessNet for
transferring this content to subscribers? Is the answer to the previous questions dependent on the traffic
growth rate, and consequently, on how the costs of each party increase over time?

In the following, we present a first attempt to model this interconnection scenario; we emphasize that
more sophisticated and realistic models will be investigated during the course of this research. Let us
consider a two-sided market with a monopolistic access platform (AccessNet) serving exogenously fixed
populations of subscribers and ContentNets, with the size of each population normalized to 1 (as done in
[15, 100, 101]). In the absence of fixed fees, the subscribers’ (or ContentNets’) demand for access depends
only on the price pS (or respectively, pC) charged by AccessNet: DS(pS) (or respectively, DC(pC)). The
access demand functions for the two sides are assumed to be concave.

AccessNet aims at maximising its own profit. It will choose a price structure for subscribers pS and
ContentNet pC so as to maximise the profit function:

π =
(
pS + pC − c

)
DS(pS)DC(pC)

where c is the marginal cost of carrying a unit of traffic from a ContentNet to a subscriber. The profit
maximizing prices for a two-sided monopoly access provider are given by a variation of the Lerner equation:

pS =
ηS

ηS + ηC − 1
c, pC =

ηC

ηS + ηC − 1
c

where ηS = pS(DS)′

DS and ηC = pC(DC)′

DC are the elasticities of demand for access for subscribers and
ContentNets, respectively.

The previous model can be considered over-simplified because it assumes that a ContentNet will have
no other option but to agree to this payment to AccessNet. An advanced version of this model will
also consider the effects of congestion when a ContentNet is not willing to pay AccessNet for a paid-
peering interconnection. The result would probably be an under-provisioned interconnection between
AccessNet and that ContentNet in which the capacity is not upgraded regularly and so peering links
become congested. Such congestion can hurt both AccessNet and ContentNet for the following reasons:
subsribers may choose to terminate their service with AccessNet if their Internet access performance is too
bad. Or, subscribers may download less content from that ContentNet because of congestion. Here, we
need to consider the sensitivity of subsribers to congestion and how elastic is the demand in the presence of
congestion. Additionally, the magnitude of congestion depends on the number of remaining subscribers
(a negative externality). Who “hurts more” in this situation will largely affect whether AccessNet or
ContentNet will back-off from their position and agree to the other party’s terms.

4.2 Access oligopoly with direct Access-Content routes (Fig-2b)

In this interconnection scenario, subscribers can choose between a small number of access providers.
In most US markets, there are 2-3 choices for Internet access. Let us consider two access providers,
AccessNet-1 and AccessNet-2. These two providers may differ in terms of their service plans (how
many Mbps of access capacity they provide) and in terms of price. Further, they may differ in terms
of how congested their (SF-peering) interconnections with different content providers are. Congestion
is a dynamic effect subject to negative externalities and so the relative performance of the two access
providers can vary over time.

Subscribers, in this model, can switch between the two access providers. They can also choose to not
subscribe to any service. To be more realistic, we will capture that subscribers encounter a penalty every
time they switch – this may be due to a contractual penalty or simply due to the overhead of switching
to a different provider or access technology.
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Both AccessNet-1 and AccessNet-2 are directly connected to ContentNets. However, these intercon-
nections may be different. For instance, the connection between a ContentNet and AccessNet-1 may be
paid-peering while the connection between that ContentNet and AccessNet-2 may be SF-peering. Or,
the paid-peering price of the two interconnections may be different. This implies that an AccessNet-1
subscriber may encounter congestion when downloading some content from that ContentNet, while an
AccessNet-2 subscriber does not see any congestion for the same content.

Another important consideration in this scenario is that interconnection agreements are dynamic in
nature. So, at the same time that subscribers can switch between access providers, the latter can also
change dynamically their peering agreements with ContentNets. For instance, an interconnection may
switch between paid-peering and SF-peering over time. The questions that we asked in the previous
section apply also to this interconnection scenario. The results will probably be qualitatively different
however, as a result of competition between the two access providers and of the resulting dynamics.

Next, we describe a first attempt to model this market structure with a highly stylized two-sided
market framework that captures the competition between the two access providers in a static context
(i.e., we do not capture any of the dynamics mentioned earlier); more realistic models will be developed
during the course of this research. We assume that there is a unit mass of subsribers and a continuum of
ContentNets. When a subsriber receives content from a ContentNet, that connection generates a surplus
of a > 0 to the subsriber and a surplus of b > 0 to ContentNet. Each subsriber also obtains an intrinsic
value u from connecting to the Internet irrespective of the AccessNet she uses. The AccessNets’ costs of
providing service to a ContentNet (Subscriber) is cCN (cS).

ContentNets are assumed to be able to multi-home to both access providers while Subsribers are
connected to one access provider, as commonly done in practice. ContentNets multi-home as long as this
gives them a higher profit than single-homing. We assume that each ContentNet should incur a fixed
cost per AccessNet and this cost is uniformly distributed over [0,∞) with density f > 0. The total mass
of ContentNets is large enough so that there are always ContentNets who decide to not connect to any
platform.

Subsribers are uniformly distributed on a line between zero and one. The horizontal product differ-
entiation between AccessNets is captured by the assumption that AccessNet-1 (AccessNet-2) is located
at the left (right) extreme point of the line. For simplicty we assume that AccessNet i = 1, 2 charges an
access fee si to subscribers and pi to ContentNets (a more elaborate model will include a usage fee). Let
ni denote the number of ContentNets with a paid-peering connection to AccessNet i.

Given (s1, s2), the Subscriber who is indifferent between the two AccessNets is given by

u+ an1 − tx− s1 = u+ an2 − t(1− x)− s2, (1)

which implies that the number of subscribers of AccessNet-1 is given by

x1 =
1

2
+
a(n1 − n2)− (s1 − s2)

2t
(2)

where t is a parameter that determines how closely substitutable are the services of the two AccessNets
from the point of view of subscribers. The number of subscribers of AccessNet 2 is x2 = 1− x1.

The fixed cost of the ContentNet who is indifferent between subscribing for paid-peering with Access-
Net i or not is equal to ni/f and is determined by:

xib− pi − ni/f = 0. (3)

Given (s1, s2, p1, p2), we determine the allocation (x1, x2, n1, n2) from equations (2) and (3):

xi =
1

2
− af(pi − pj) + (si − sj)

2(t− abf)
.
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AccessNet i maximizes its profit given by

πi = (pi − cCN )ni + (si − cS)xi.

Assuming that the cost values and utility parameters are such that the AccessNets’ profit functions are
concave, the equilibrium prices are given by

p1 = p2 =
(b− a+ 2cCN )

4
; s1 = s2 = t+ cS − bf(3a+ b− 2cCN )

4
.

Therefore, at equilibrium, AccessNets 1 and 2 obtain equal shares of the subcriber market (x1 = x2 = 1
2)

and profits:

π1 = π2 =
t

2
+
f [cCN ]2

4
− f [4ab+ (a+ b)2]

16
.

The number of multi-homed ContentNets is given by

n =
f(b+ a− 2cCN )

4
.

The previous theoretical model can be used as a basis for formulating testable hypotheses regarding
the price structures that arise under various paid-peering arrangments between the access provider and
content providers.

4.3 Access monopoly with a single Access-Transit-Content route (Fig-2c):

In this interconnection scenario, we return to the case of a single access provider (AccessNet). Con-
tent is provided by a number of content providers (ContentNet-x). The difference is that AccessNet is
connected with ContentNets indirectly, through a transit provider (TransitNet). The interconnection be-
tween TransitNet and ContentNet-x is a transit link; the latter pays TransitNet for the generated traffic.
The interconnection between TransitNet and AccessNet can be a SF-peering link, or a paid-peering ar-
rangement in which one party pays the other. Today, such interconnections are typically SF-peering when
AccessNet is a large network that does not require the transit services of TransitNet. When AccessNet
is smaller, the interconnection is typically paid by AccessNet.

In this case, AccessNet and TransitNet can be thought of as “platforms” that offer some value to
the end-to-end path. AccessNet is the only way to reach the subscribers, while TransitNet is the only
way to reach the content providers. But this does not mean that AccessNet and TransitNet are equally
important in this end-to-end path or that they encounter the same costs. Consequently, one of them can
request a payment from the other, transforming their interconnection from SF-peering to paid-peering.
What is an efficient way to split any economic surplus between the two platforms? How should AccessNet
and TransitNet charge their customers (subsribers and content providers, respectively) and under which
conditions should one of them charge the other? And how can we ensure that the two platforms have the
incentive to keep investing in their infrastructures so that they avoid congestion?

The following highly stylized model does not capture congestion effects or investment incentives but it
shows some major issues that emerge in this market structure (and that are not present in the two previous
interconnection scenarios). The model captures the two-way interconnection between two platforms with
captive customer bases (a similar framework to analyze the case of international call termination by two
national monopolistic providers is presented in [72]). There are two platforms: A (AccessNet) with a
continuum of identical customers of mass 1, and B (TransitNet) with a continuum of customers of mass
1 as well.

Suppose that the cost of originating a unit of traffic in platform i (to be terminated in the other
platform) is cOi and the cost of terminating a unit of traffic in platform i (originated in the other platform)
is cTi . Therefore, the total cost of delivering a unit of traffic from i to j is ci = cOi + cTj . The price charged
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by platform i to its customers for delivering a unit of traffic to platform j is pi. The customers’ demand
for traffic from i to j is Di(pi). If traffic termination is priced at marginal cost, the retail profit function
for platform i is πi(pi) = (pi − ci)Di(pi).

Suppose the originating platform j pays the terminating platform i a paid-peering charge ai per unit
of traffic (ai = aj = 0 under SF-peering). Then the profits of platform i are

Πi = (pi − cOi − aj)Di(pi) + (ai − cTi )Dj(pj)

Let us assume that the timing of moves is as follows: (1) the platforms choose their settlement charges
ai (through a bilateral agreement or by regulation), (2) taking the settlement charges as given, each
platform non-cooperatively sets its retail price pi to maximize its profit, taking the other’s retail price as
given.

We can start with the competitive retail benchmark assumption, i.e., given the termination charge
aj , the price of a unit of traffic originating in platform i is equal to its marginal cost: pi = cOi + aj .
We can consider later a more realistic assumption that the AccessNet and TransitNet platforms have
market power vis-a-vis their customers. Under that scenario, any ineffeciency in the determination of the
settlement charges will be exacerbated due to the double-marginalization problem.

If both platforms choose their settlement rates according to ai = cTi , then at the retail competition
stage both of them would set the ideal prices pi = ci. Therefore, cost-based settlement charges induce
the best outcome from the point of view of overall welfare.

However, the competitive pricing in each of the two platforms’ retail markets does not mean that
AccessNet and TransitNet would select their settlement rates in an efficient manner. Profits of platform
i under the competitive retail market assumption are based solely on traffic termination: Πi = (ai −
cTi )Dj(pj) = (ai − cTi )D̂j(ai), where D̂j(ai) = Dj(c

O
j + ai). If the two platforms choose their settlement

charge non-cooperatively, they will simply maximize their traffic termination profits with respect to their

settlement charge
d(ai−cTi )D̂j(ai)

dai
= 0. This implies that ai > cTi . Therefore, non-cooperative setting of

paid-peering charges will cause them to be set at excessively high level, due to the double-marginalization
problem.

Can the two networks negotiate a mutually beneficial contractual arrangement which sets their mutual
settlement charges at the efficient level? To address this question, we consider a bilateral bargaining
framework with the possibility of incomplete contracting between the networks.

If platforms have complete information about each others’ costs and demands and side-payments
can be made costlessly between them, the platforms can negotiate efficient termination charges equal to
costs: pi = ci and ai = cTi . How the first-best surplus is divided between the platforms and whether
such a division is sustainable depends on the details of the negotiation procedure and the contractual
environment.

If no such side-payments are possible, the two platforms will simply bargain over the pair of settlement
charges (assuming that prices in the retail market are then set competitively). Suppose for the sake of
simplicity that platforms must choose symmetric paid-peering fees, so that aA = aB = a. Assuming
pefectly competitive retail markets with a reciprocal peering fee a :

Πi =
[
ai − cTi

]
Dj(c

O
j + ai)

and so platform i’s ideal reciprocal settlement charge, denoted a∗i , is given by the expression

a∗i = cTi +
Dj(c

O
j + a∗i )−Di(c

O
i + a∗i )

−D′j(cOj + a∗i )
.

In a rather rare situation when cTA = cTB , cOA = cOB and DA ≡ DB the interests of AccessNet and TransitNet
coincide, and each is willing to agree to impose the settlement charge equal to marginal cost. However,
in alternative and more likely scenarios, the platforms will have asymmetric interests. Therefore, given
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the asymmetry in preferences, we can assume that the equilibrium reciprocal settlement charge will lie
somewhere in between the platforms’ ideal levels, a∗A and a∗B, and its exact level will depend on the
relative strength of platforms’ “bargaining power” .

The expression for a∗i shows that platform i would set a reciprocal settlement charge above its ter-
mination cost either when the platforms’ traffic origination costs are similar and platform j has higher
demand for traffic than platform i, or when demands are similar and platform j has lower traffic orig-
ination costs than platform i. Therefore, platforms with either higher costs or a net traffic inflow will
prefer a higher reciprocal settlement charge. The practical implication of this is that network providers
with a smaller customer base will prefer higher reciprocal settlement charges than providers with a larger
customer base.

As in the earlier scenarios, we can also consider the case of congestion in the interconnection between
AccessNet and TransitNet. We expect that congestion will be a systemic problem if the two parties have
a broken contractual agreement and they cannot agree on who should pay whom or how much.

4.4 Access oligopoly with mesh-like Access-Transit-Content routes (Fig-2d):

This model is where “it all comes together.” Here, we capture competition in both the Access market and
the Transit market. We will consider the case of two access providers, AccessNet-1 and AccessNet-2. The
number of transit providers is larger in practice. It is common today that content providers are multi-
homed to several transit providers. Let us refer to transit providers as TransitNet-x. As it usually happens
in practice, each transit provider is connected to all access providers, i.e., there is a direct interconnection
between AccessNet-x and TransitNet-y for any x and y. The type of this direct interconnection can
be transit, settlement-free peering or paid-peering, depending on (x,y). An important question in this
interconnection scenario is how to to distribute any economic surplus between the population of access
and transit providers.

Note that there is an important difference between the access market and the transit market: a
subscriber is only connected to one access provider at any time. On the other hand, content providers are
typically multi-homed to many or all transit providers. We will assume that ContentNet-x is connected
simultaneously to all transit providers. This flexibility allows content providers to dynamically route their
traffic towards each access provider through one or more transit providers. Such dynamic load balancing
of the traffic can happen in short timescales (seconds). For instance, if the interconnection between
AccessNet-x and TransitNet-y is congested, a ContentNet can re-route some (or all) of the traffic towards
AccessNet-x through TransitNet-z, if that path is less congested. The fact that there are several routes
from content providers to access providers, and the ability to re-route traffic dynamically, makes the
analysis of this model much more complex.

The presence of competition in both the access and transit market means that the two end-points
(subscribers and content providers) have more power in getting the connectivity and performance they
want, compared to the previous interconnection scenarios. Given that competition is more intense in the
transit market, however, and given that content providers can multi-home to several transit providers,
makes the former even more powerful.

The impact of congestion is also more interesting in this model. For instance, consider the inter-
connection between AccessNet-1 and TransitNet-x. Suppose that AccessNet-1 requests a paid-peering
interconnection with TransitNet-x, and the latter refuses to pay. If their interconnection becomes con-
gested, Accessnet-1 risks to lose subscribers to AccessNet-2 but at the same time TransitNet-x risks to
lose the traffic that goes from content providers to AccessNet-1.

5 Proposed work: Empirical work to parameterize models

In this section we describe the empirical research that we will perform in parallel with the modeling work
described in the previous section. The main objective of this research will be to realistically parameterize
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the previous economic models and to validate their predictions. The data for this research will be
provided by Comcast (see attached letter of commitment) as well as by various other sources described
in the Data Management Plan. The Comcast dataset will contain anonymized information about the
aggregate traffic that the corresponding customer uploads/downloads over successive 5-min periods, and
it will cover several months in 2014 and 2015. This dataset will include some broadband subscribers as
well as some transit enterprise customers. The broadband subscribers will be classified based on location
and service plan.

Demand for different service plans: Most ISPs today offer several service plans in terms of upstream
and downstream capacity. An important parameter is how the demand for different Internet access service
plans varies with the price of those service plans. This is something we can estimate based on the Comcast
dataset. Additionally, we will leverage a technique that has been recently developed by PI Dovrolis’ group
through which the service plan of a user can be passively inferred from (publicly available) MLab data, as
long as that user has run MLab’s NDT tool a few times. These additional data will allow us to examine
the demand for different service plans in ISPs other than Comcast.

Traffic usage for different service plans: Another important parameter is how the demand for
Internet content relates to the service plan of a user. Is it true that the more costly a service plan is,
the more traffic the corresponding subscriber downloads? If so, the currently deployed multi-tier Internet
service plans approximate, at least in some degree, usage-based service plans in which a user pays based
on the amount of traffic she generates and consumes.

Sensitivity to congestion: The Comcast dataset will include a time period in the early part of 2014
in which the peering links between Comcast and Cogent were congested for several hours every day,
according to data from CAIDA [79]. These congestion episodes will allow us to estimate how the demand
for Internet traffic varies with the level of congestion that a subscriber experiences.

Traffic growth: Persistent traffic growth requires investments in Internet infrastructure. The economic
modeling of such investments requires reliable estimates for the traffic growth rate. These estimates may
be different in access versus core networks. We can estimate the traffic growth rate in access links based on
the Comcast dataset. For the network core, CAIDA has access to longitudinal traffic data from SWITCH
(we have used this data in an earlier publication [97]) and from Internet2. Additionally, several IXPs
publish their aggregated traffic statistics online, e.g., LINX [2], DE-CIX [1].

Marginal costs: In prior work we have developed a cost model for network traffic [88], which accounts
for the various cost components of the ISP. We will parameterize this cost model based on the Comcast
dataset so that we can estimate the marginal cost of an Internet subscriber under different conditions
related to the usage patterns of that user. This exercise will be repeated for Comcast transit customers
(enterprise networks) which are billed differently (based on the well-known 95th-percentile scheme).

Interconnection density: The results of the fourth model of Section 4 depend on the interconnection
density between access, transit and content providers. Instead of assuming that each access provider is
connected to all transit providers, or that each content provider is connected to all transit providers, we
will perform an empirical evaluation of this interconnection density for at least the largest access, content
and transit providers. The interconnections between these ASes can be detected through well-established
BGP data analysis methods [80].

Co-location density: Another relevant question is whether two ASes have the potential to intercon-
nect: are they co-located in at least one public or private peering facility? We have been collecting and
archiving snapshots of the peeringDB database since 2010, which has provided important insights into
co-location, peering policies, peering requirements, and the evolution of these properties over time [78].

As the models of Section 4 show, the degree of competition in the access, transit or content markets
plays a major role in the economics and pricing of the corresponding interconnections. We will try to
estimate the degree of competition in each of these markets, at least in the US, as follows.
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Competition in the access market: How many viable alternatives exist for Internet broadband
access in the US and in other countries? How does this differ across states and regions in the same
country? Answering these questions will involve mining data collected by the FCC [48], OECD [92], and
the Berkman center [20].

Competition in the transit market: How many transit alternatives do access and content providers
have in the US? We can answer this question based on data that is already being collected at CAIDA:
AS-level topology annotated with business relationships and AS types [25], the size (in terms of the size
of the customer base) of various transit providers, and geolocation information that maps networks to
specific geographical regions in which they operate.

Competition in the content market: Most content is served from Content Distribution Networks
(CDNs). The largest content providers (e.g., Google) operate their own CDNs. To estimate the degree
of competition in the CDN market, we will use data from Alexa [9], which provides a list of the top web
domains. By doing DNS lookups for those domains and mapping their IP addresses to ASes, we can
estimate the number of domains from among the top-1M sites that are hosted by a given CDN.

6 Proposed work: Towards a new interconnection framework

A weakness of the current interconnection framework is that SF-peering relationships are based on various
“peering conditions” (e.g., a balanced traffic ratio) that are often only indirectly related to the costs and
benefits of that interconnection [91]. Such conditions are controversial because they often do not have
a clear justification and they are not globally adopted, leading to frequent peering disputes. Another
weakness of the current interconnection framework is that transit interconnections typically have the
same price for all traffic, independent of the traffic’s destination or network path. While more complex
interconnections are occasionally established, such as “partial transit” or SF-peering only in certain
locations [52], they are the exception rather than the norm and they are not well understood in terms of
their economic implications.

The third part of our research agenda is to develop a new techno-economic framework for Internet
interconnection that can address the previous weaknesses, and provide a broader and more economically
efficient set of interdomain relations than just transit and SF-peering. Additionally, the proposed in-
terconnection framework should provide the right incentives so that all relevant Internet firms (access,
network and content providers, CDNs, IXPs, etc) continue to invest sufficient resources to Internet in-
frastructure. We refer to this interconnection framework as “techno-economic” because it will relate to
both technological issues (e.g., which BGP routes are advertised to a neighboring AS) as well as economic
issues (e.g., how to calculate the marginal cost of transferring a traffic flow over a given network path).
The design of the new interconnection framework will be guided by the results and insights that the
modeling and empirical components of this project will produce. We describe next the main ideas behind
this framework.

A first feature of the proposed interconnection framework is that it will enable a broader class of
relations between neighboring ASes, instead of just transit and peering relations. An AS X will be able
to announce to another AS Y each route r together with a price PX(r); this is the price that X will
charge to Y for sending traffic specifically to r. The price PX(r) may be zero for some local routes within
X, a wide range of positive values for other routes, and even infinite for routes that X does not want
to announce to Y . This interconnection framework includes the case of transit relations (if PX(r) is the
same for all routes) and SF-peering relations (if PX(r) is zero for routes that originate at X or customers
of X, and infinite otherwise) but it also enables a wider spectrum of AS relations. Additionally, the price
of each route may also depend on the specific location l at which X and Y interconnect; for instance,
a global provider may charge less for US-destined traffic in Canada than in Australia. In general, the
price PX(r, l) will depend on several factors such as the actual cost encountered by X when transferring
traffic from l to r, the network performance of that particular path (e.g., its capacity or propagation
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delay), whether that path traverses only X or other ASes that X will need to pay, or even the degree of
competition for that particular route r at location l.

We believe that the flexibility that is provided by such a (route,location)-specific pricing scheme will
provide the right incentives to all relevant Internet firms for the following reasons. First, transit providers
will have the incentive to provision their network paths with sufficient capacity and low delay so that
they can also charge more for the routes that traverse these paths. Arguably, content or application
providers will be willing to pay more for a given route if they knew that that route is going to be of
sufficient performance for the content or services they sell. At the same time, an access provider or
enterprise network will have the incentive to be densely interconnected with other ASes so that it can
receive multiple routes to each destination; it can then choose the route that best satisfies its performance
and price objectives and constraints. This framework will also be beneficial for Internet users because it
will result in better performance for network paths that carry high-value traffic and to lower prices for
network paths that do not carry performance-sensitive traffic.

There is some prior work that is relevant to the proposed framework. MINT [112] proposes a mar-
ket for interdomain routes, where a central mediator matches sellers with buyers based on an auction
mechanism. MINT’s focus is on the required routing protocols, and not on the underlying economic
properties of such a scheme. Valancius [114] proposed that transit providers can structure their transit
pricing into just 3-4 tiers based on traffic volume and cost of routing that traffic. The PIARA IETF
working group [61] discussed financial incentives for providers to perform route aggregation and efficient
assignment of address space but was not concerned with how to charge for traffic along those routes.

In the following, we summarize some questions about the proposed interconnection framework that
we plan to address in the course of this research:
1) We need to understand in a rigorous manner the economic implications of this framework through
analytical modeling and GENESIS simulations. How will it affect the welfare of both Internet users and
the various firms that provide Internet content and infrastructure? And which are the implications of
the proposed framework for Internet investment incentives?
2) How will this scheme, if deployed globally, affect the routing density as well as the performance of
Internet paths? GENESIS is an ideal tool for answering such questions computationally [74].
3) While the proposed interconnection framework allows a provider to set a different price for each route,
in practice it is likely that routes will be classified in a small number of pricing tiers. How many tiers would
be sufficient in practice? This question was also investigated in [114] but only considering global-transit
relations – not paid-peering relations.
4) In the proposed framework, each interconnection between two ASes is a fine-grained paid-peering
relationship, where each route has a different price. We will develop algorithms that a provider can use
to calculate the optimal price for each route. What cost, performance, and competition parameters would
a provider need to estimate in order to compute such optimal prices?
5) There are also a number of practical issues we will need to investigate. For instance, how will a
provider be able to announce pricing information along with each route? One approach will be to use
BGP communities, where a route is tagged with a community value that also encodes a specific price.
Another practical issue concerns traffic accounting and billing. With the proposed framework the traffic
flowing through a link can have different prices depending on its origin and destination. This issue may
be resolved through existing infrastructure, e.g., the use of SNMP and Netflow.
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